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MESSAGE
'When India reforms, the world transforms. Through
various transformational development programmes, 
it is contributing to global development and ensuring

that no one is left behind.'
- Narendra Modi

We are always prioritizing the needs of our communities with their 
interests at Gujarat. Along with society centric vision and all round 
development, physical infrastructure of Gujarat has always been ahead. 
Amongst this road infrastructure is the major game changer and propeller 
of growth engine of the State as well as for the Nation. It is heartening to 
note that 1996 Road Policy has served the intent of road sector 
development exceedingly well in last two decades.

Embracing this Road Sector Policy-2021, shows absolute determination 
of Government to provide "Better Than The Best" road infrastructure to 
the people. Our Roads and Buildings Department has evolved 
wonderful policy framework; that is intent to serve the state of Gujarat 
as leader, innovator, and trendsetter. I congratulate the Roads and 
Buildings Department for having this new policy. I am sure it will 
yield more prosperity for Gujarat and beyond.



Purnesh Modi
Minister, Road and Building
Government of Gujarat



Purnesh Modi

MESSAGE
Gujarat is one of the most prosperous states of India. Road infrastructure 
has played a major role in the development of the state. Road infrastructure 
development by the Government of Gujarat continues to give boost to the 
overall economic growth of the state. Indeed road sector development of 
Gujarat is more focused on improving accessibility and quality of transport.

Gujarat roads are known as one of the best in the country and are well 
appreciated by various stakeholders. It has set many benchmarks for 
others to follow. Our state is making concerted efforts since year 1995 to 
facilitate a balanced development through scientific planning and 
implementation.

Roads and Buildings Department is managing its roads as assets and 
playing a major role in facilitating economic and social development across 
the state. The Government is providing best of the transport infrastructure 
facilities across the State. This policy is an effort towards addressing the 
present and future needs of road sector and boosting sustainable growth.

New Road Sector Policy - 2021 will act as an enabling framework for 
ensuring sustainable future of roads by focusing on inclusive development. 
This endeavor of R&BD will also complement the other sector polices in 
achieving overall developmental goals of the state.



S B Vasava
Secretary, Roads and Buildings Department
Government of Gujarat



MESSAGE
Gujarat roads are one of the best in the country. The road development is 
vital aspect in supporting the economic growth as well as the overall 
growth perspective of the state. 

Development being the state’s vision as always, and year on year, 
expanding state’s road network, it is necessary for the Department to plan 
and build the next generation roads. To accomplish this, it is necessary to 
consider the accessibility, mobility, and safety as the prime factors in 
developing futuristic roads. With such target New Road Sector Policy- 
2021 is now put in place.

This Road Sector Policy appreciates the importance of the technological 
advancements and optimised use of natural resources in building roads. 
As climate change is a global concern, certain aspects related to green 
highways and climate resilient roads are also incorporated in this policy.

This policy explicitly shows the intent for research activities for the use of 
innovative materials, advanced machinery and intervention of IT/ICT for 
road infrastructure. The policy also incorporates enhancement of human 
resources through regular capacity building, promoting performance 
monitoring and accountability.

As a vision to build inclusive and holistic roads, the new policy strengthens 
social and environmental aspects. Innovative financing along with 
innovative contracting methods for keeping road development more 
sustainable are also intertwined in this policy.

Road Sector Policy-2021 is articulated to encompass future  
development prospects of the state. It targets for larger reach out with an 
intention to make roads as continued growth catalyst for the development 
of the state.

S B Vasava
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Purpose and
Planning

Gujarat is one of the most prosperous states of India. Its economy has been growing 
at an average rate of 10% per annum over more than a decade, against 8% of that of 
the national economy.

It is important to note that in 1996 when the earlier road sector policy was 
formulated, the R&BD’s annual budget outlay was Rs.257 crores, which has now gone 
up to Rs. 7,925 crores. R&BD has been making serious and concerted efforts in 
responding to the growing needs by rationally investing money in meeting these 
needs. It is these policies and efforts that have led to sustainable development.

Importantly, good roads have contributed to this. The state policies and expected 
investments put significant additional responsibility on road sector, in making the 
state economy more strong. This calls for a very well defined policy, strategy and 
program leading to defining projects and schemes.

This document is an effort in that direction – Updation of 1996 Road Sector Policy, by 
addressing present and future needs of road sector. In developing this policy most 
national and state policies have been referred to and this is in conformity with same.
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Sr. No.

Background 
Roads and road transport have a central role to play in the continued health and 
growth of Gujarat economy. People expect goods to be delivered, from door-to-door, 
to all corners of the state and nation, quickly and on time. Similarly passengers too 
expect such level of service. Often roads and road transport is the only answer to the 
demand for such high levels of mobility and flexibility – a situation that will remain 
despite increasing investment in other modes of transport.

In providing mobility, road sector at national level carries about 80% of passenger 
travel demand and 65% of goods travel demand. At the state level these shares could 
be even higher at about 85%. This demand, which is ever growing, needs to be 
attended to in future, for which there is a need of chalking out the process in detail, 
while simultaneously concentrating on developing multi-modal transport systems at 
all levels and trying to achieve optimal modal mix.

Roads - A Vital Component for Development 
According to the National Transport Policy Committee (NTPC) Report, 1980, it was 
found that Gross Capital Formation (GCF) in Transport Sector and the growth rate of 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), over time, are positively co-related. An elasticity of 
GDP with respect to GCF has been estimated as 0.14 which indicates that 1 percent 
increase in GCF in transport sector leads to an increase of 0.14 percent in GDP. The 
reverse impact of GDP on GCF in transport sector is also found to be positive, i.e., with 
1 percent increase in GDP, there is a requirement to step up GCF by 0.086 percent.  

NTPC Report further goes into establishing quantitative relationship between 
investment in transport and its impact on employment generation, which is one of 
the numeraires of economic development. Table 1 gives a comparative figure of 
employment intensity by various modes of transport.

Table 1: Comparative Employment Intensity by Different Modes of Transport - 1977-78

Inland Water Transport

Road Construction and Maintenance

Road Transport Operations

Coastal Shipping

Railways

Air Transport

Employment per lakh rupees of investment 
(number of Person year)

Mode

Direct

13.20

15.0

63.86

22.40

3.64 

0.72

Indirect

33.59

12.50 

12.0

-

0.66

0.25

Total

46.79

27.50 

75.86 

22.40 

4.30

0.97 

1
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Road Sector Demand and Needs
The growth in number of vehicles in the state has been observed around 8% per 
annum. With the growing income levels in the hand of people, this is expected to only 
increase in future. Considering the same growth trend to continue in the future (if not 
more), the present 27 million vehicles on roads of Gujarat would go up to 40 million by 
2025 and further to 65 million by 2031. In addition to this, the population has 
registered a growth of 1.92 % per annum over 2001 to 2011. All these together are 
expected to increase the demand for efficient road systems to enable movement of 
goods and passengers.

3
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Budget and Outlay
The budget of R&BD has been increasing over years. It has increased more than 93% 
since past nine years. It has been observed, that the budget as estimated by R&BD 
has been much higher as compared to the actual budget they receive, with the 
expenditure being at an average of 106%. With the likely future demand of the road 
sector, this is expected to go up much more.

Year

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020***

2020-2021

2021-2022

4100.00

5150.44

5123.75

5518.46

6427.43

6897.92

7269.00

7485.92

7925.45

109 %

103 %

101 %

101 %

104 %

108 %

99 %

117 %

113 %

Budget
Provision*

(Rs in Crore)

Schemetic
Expenditure ** 

( Rs in Crore)

Utilization
of Budget

(In %)

*Budget Estimates/ Revised Estimates 
**Including Normal + TASP +SCSP (Excluding Salary and Standing Charges) Expenditure 
***Impacted due to pandemic COVID 19 

4455.00

5297.00

5165.00

5593.00

6653.85

7460.24

7203.41

8760.50

8965.70
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With the likely future demand of 
the road sector, R&BD budget is 
expected to go up much more..
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Road Planning and Priorities
The investment in road sector needs to be stepped up to meet the ever increasing 
travel demand. The amount of time and money spent while travelling has increased 
due to increasing congestion levels and not so good accessibility in both urban and 
rural areas. This has resulted in contributing to high cost of inputs and outputs in the 
manufacturing, processing and other industries.

Road development needs to be planned, keeping in view the development priority of 
the state at large – economic and social. Gujarat has been making concerted efforts 
since nineties to facilitate a balanced development through scientific planning of state 
roads as well as the enhancement of the institutional capacity of the agency 
responsible for implementation of the plans. However, the future challenges are much 
bigger, with Vision of the state being updated every ten years. The targets set are 
ambitious, though achievable. The following need to be incorporated in planning for 
road development:

• Road Network Master Planning leading to preparation of a time based road 
development program defining network hierarchy and network capacity

• Study on Multi-modal Transport Development for the state
• Land use to be integrated with road planning
• Planning to result in reserving the land for future road development and ensure 

control in encroachment of reserved right-of-way
• In order to maximize the economic benefits to the communities, priority for 

investment in the medium term to be established based on the outcome of the 
Strategic Options Study (SOS)

• Appropriate funding arrangements to be established for development and 
maintenance of roads. Criteria and regulations for the application and use of these 
funds will relate to the specific objectives for which the finance is intended.

5

Road Signs, Road Marking and Solar Lights (Dabhoi - Bodeli Road)5

Gujarat has been making concerted efforts since nineties to facilitate a 
balanced development through scientific planning of state roads as 
well as the enhancement of the institutional capacity of the agency 
responsible for implementation of the plans..



Connectivity and Accessibility
Roads are synonymous with door to door connectivity. The road network will be such 
that, with minimal travel, a person can reach a good quality and safe high speed road. 
They will have high penetration to developed / developing centers as well as less 
developed areas of the state.

In particular, road development will focus on improving accessibility, increasing the 
variety and quality of affordable urban and rural transport and improving accessibility 
for the development of key economic sectors.

• National Highways (NHs) to be four-lane to six-lane with grid size of about 36 km 
x 36 km

• State Highways (SHs) to be four lane with grid size of about 24 km x 24 km
• Major District Roads (MDRs) to be two-lane with paved shoulders with grid size of 

about 15 km x 15 km
• Other District Roads (ODRs) upto Village Roads to be two-lane with grid size of 

about 5 km x 5 km
• Roads connecting District Headquarters, Class-I and Class-II towns, important 

tourist, industrial centers and also ports keeping in view the Sagarmala 
programme, to be four-lane.

In addition to the above, the following will need to be achieved:
• All villages/habitations to be connected by all-weather roads
• Corridor formation will be the focus in developing the road system
• An efficient road system will be developed to enable high speed movement of 

vehicles on the network so as to reduce the travel time between two extreme 
points/ends of state to about six to eight (6-8) hours

• Annual and multi-year road development programs, being adopted, will be 
outcomes of Road Network Master Plan and transportation models

• Road planning for disaster prone areas will include alternate evacuation routes 
along with other sustainable solutions

• Suitable and integrated wayside amenities shall be provided on all roads leading 
to major tourist locations, economic centers and on corridors connecting extreme 
points/ends of the state

• The responsibility framework, by hierarchy of road network, will be periodically 
updated based on outcomes of road network master plan

• Road network will be planned to operate at all times at optimum level of service as 
prescribed in IRC standards and/or also based on goals/targets set by the 
department, by each category of road and also based on Vision 2030

• Develop Expressways within the state and integrate them with Urban 
Expressways and National Expressway System

• Urban Expressways could be developed as elevated expressways, if situation 
warrants

• Department will endeavour to develop Signature Projects, with focus on a 
Signature Bridge in the state.

6
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Design and
Management

Roads in Gujarat will be designed and managed to form the benchmark for other 
states in India. Design and management will incorporate the best international 
practices, suiting the local conditions, in terms of changing and growing aspirations 
and expectations of communities. Design and management of roads will need to 
incorporate modern methods and tools and technology for efficient design, 
operations and management of roads. In light of these, the design and management 
will include the following:

Vaishnodevi Underpass on Sarkhej Gandhinagar Highway
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Road Design and Material
• IRC Standards will be adopted for road design and management
• Design and management of roads will also incorporate best practices, as followed 

in the state on the other externally aided projects, as much as possible
• While designing the pavements, special attention will be given to roads leading to 

ports or heavy industries, to appropriately meet the needs of commodity 
movement

• The standards for the provision of roadside amenities along major highways will 
be made user-centric

• Optimal use of local resources and material will be made by giving incentive 
for innovation

• Preparation of project reports to have flexibility for coming out with research and 
innovation

• As far as possible local contractors will be encouraged to take up small contracts.
• Regular review of design standards will be made to provide appropriate feedback 

to IRC
• Road Geometric and pavement design standards will be updated with time by 

incorporating emerging trends and technologies
• Adequate research and development, leading to innovation in the area of road 

design and construction, will be emphasized upon:
• Design standards for both rural and urban roads will be reviewed and updated 

regularly to take into account new technologies, changes in traffic characteristics 
and changes in the needs of road users and communities

• Possible use of latest tools, equipment and technology in survey, investigation 
and road design

• The road design standards will incorporate the needs of special interest groups 
(differently abled). Implementation of these standards will be ensured while 
rehabilitating, upgrading or developing road infrastructure.

7

 Signature Bridge on River Sabarmati to GIFT City Road
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Road Management and Technology
With increasing traffic levels, the problem of congested road network is becoming a 
major issue, hampering road efficiency. On regional roads, one of the major reasons 
for the same is inadequate road capacity. Adding to this, absence of bypasses, rail 
over bridges, road over bridges/flyovers, sharp/poor curvatures, poor road 
conditions, etc. are also reasons for inefficient road system. In order to improve the 
efficiency of roads, the following actions will be taken:

• Provide bypasses to towns which are going to reach population size of 100,000.
• Road Over Bridges (ROBs)/ Road Under Bridges (RUBs) will be provided if the

traffic density at level crossing is one lakh or more Train Vehicle Units (TVUs).
• Will endeavour to Develop Smart Road Corridors across hierarchy of Roads.
• Connectivity will be improved with provision of missing links, and bridges over

rivers.
• Road widening works to be initiated as the volume-capacity ratio (VCR)1 of roads

touch 0.5.
• Service roads to be provided along the highway stretches passing through

settlements.
• Asset Management systems will be used for formulating road management plans

and programs.
• Intelligent Traffic System (ITS) will be used to bring-in more efficiency, safety and

economy in traffic and road management.
• Information Technology (IT) and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

will be used for effective management, monitoring and evaluation of roads.
• Construction of flyovers on major roads like NH/SH passing through big cities.

8

Inadequate road capacity, absence of bypasses / rail 
over bridges / road over bridges / flyovers, sharp/
poor curvatures, poor road conditions are main 
reasons for inefficient road system which raises 
needs of proper Road Management and Modern 
Technology Interventions..
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Road Construction and Equipment
Road construction, being a very critical activity, wherein a third party is actively 
involved, needs to be monitored closely. In road works, contracting and force account 
(direct labour) have been used as delivery options. In the past not enough road 
contracts have been completed both on time and within budget. Both employers and 
contractors concur that there is need for improvement in the area of contracted road 
works. For the contracting entities, tender sums tend to be at variance with 
pre-tender budget provisions and cost estimates. Long delays between contract 
preparation and implementation leads to changes in the quantity and scope of works 
that are not captured in the tender documents. Incidents of underestimated tender 
costing by some contractors at times have been recorded, with consequent 
difficulties in completing the assignments on schedule.

There are incidences of over-bidding, which is an unhealthy practice of the contracting 
industry and results in over-spending on the part of the Government.

Towards this, a number of steps will be taken:

• Road construction will be planned and
implemented using latest tools and
technology to overcome cost and time
over-runs

• Use of project management tools in
construction of roads will be practiced

• Empanelment of contractors will be reviewed
every year based on their performance, as is
the current practice

• The current procedures for execution of road works will be enhanced and 
implemented. These would include registration of contractors, bid preparations, 
procurement, payment and reporting.

• Innovative forms of contracts shall be evolved to minimize the 
construction/maintenance burden on R&BD, like the performance based 
contracts

• Latest equipment and technology will be used for construction of roads, bridges 
and tunnels

• Environmental management safeguards will be observed in road construction
• Work zone safety will be accorded highest priority
• The Department will, if so required, take steps to deploy direct labour resources 

and can adopt an option of contract mechanism for such deployment. Thus 
ensuring that force account is only used as an alternative to contracting where it 
can prove to be cost-effective, for holding maintenance and emergency works.

9
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Road Maintenance and Technology
A significant proportion of the road system is in fair to poor condition and thus 
requires backlog maintenance instead of routine maintenance. This backlog 
rehabilitation is costly and competes for limited available funding with routine 
maintenance. In case of distressed pavement, routine maintenance is liable to result 
in reduced levels of service and will not be conducive to maximise the 
economic lifespan of pavements.

Backlog for the network that requires major maintenance must be cleared within 
5-10 years to avoid loss of pavements which are currently in relatively poor condition. 
Delay in carrying out this backlog maintenance will result in extensive reconstruction 
cost. Such measures will also be dealt with respect to rural roads simultaneously.

Road infrastructure represents a significant portion of the Government’s total 
investment; thus there is a need to protect this investment by ensuring 
comprehensive and timely routine maintenance as well as periodic maintenance.

10
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• Annual work program for routine and periodic maintenance will be 
prepared by using Gujarat Road Management System (GRMS)

• Timely routine and periodic maintenance will be undertaken before 
any deterioration of service levels.

• Those roads (including rural roads) that are not in a maintainable 
condition and which satisfy appropriate economic and social criteria 
will be restored to the standards for which they were intended, and 
properly maintained thereafter.

• To restore the road network to a maintainable condition, backlog 
periodic maintenance and rehabilitation will be carried out. This 
backlog rehabilitation will have priority over new developments. Rural 
roads will also have special importance to this respect.

• Administrative and other operational weaknesses in axle load control 
will be identified and eliminated.

• Axle load regulations will strictly been forced to protect roads from 
damage and premature failure.

• Modern Weigh-In-Motion equipment will be introduced with time.
• Public will be sensitised on the need to adhere to axle load limits.
• Strict monitoring of road condition during defect liability period and 

free maintenance guarantee period for total road network.
• Innovative forms of contracts like OPRC will be introduced with time. 

Also specifically for rural roads such innovative contracting will be 
initiated on pilot basis (initially could be for short term period to pilot 
test the mechanism).

• GRMS in place will be upgraded as web based and fully GIS enabled, 
with time coverage will penetrate all through rural roads. The annual 
work programme for routine and periodic maintenance will be based 
on GRMS for rural roads also.
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Internalizing IT and ICT
Use of IT and ICT in all facets of Department’s roles and functions, will bring in 
economies and efficiencies. Department has since long back, tried to embrace such 
systems in its functioning. The results have been gratifying. With the penetration of 
IT across various sectors, it would be timely that IT/ ICT should be internalized for 
better discharge of roles and responsibilities vested with the Department. 
In view of this:

• Several options will be explored to bring in and adopt systems for efficient 
communication and reporting towards making R&BD a paper-less office

• Web based GRMS will be developed and made operational
• ITS will be launched on pilot basis on major corridors
• Project Monitoring and Evaluation tools will be procured and used
• Appropriate Performance Management systems will be developed and made 

operational for extensive use within the department

• Project, construction and contract management tools will be procured and used
• A Financial Management System will be procured or developed to manage the 

budget and expenditure vis-a-vis the physical progress of works
• Comprehensive Human Resource Management System will be developed and 

used for bringing in efficiency in the Department in aspects related to work 
allocation with respect to the work-loads across Wings, transfers, training, staff 
performance appraisal, etc.

• A system for Communication, Grievance and public disclosure will be uploaded on 
the website of the Department

11
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Safe Roads

Road Safety has become a major concern. There is inadequate consideration and 
coordination of road safety issues in planning, design, development and operation of 
road infrastructure and services. The Department has completed a Road Safety 
Action Plan that outlines an integrated approach to road safety with involvement of 
all stakeholders. At the national level, GOI is contemplating to enact Road Safety Act 
and suggest related measures by allocating responsibilities across wide spectrum of 
agencies and firms involved, from project planning to design and implementation 
including those who are responsible for operation and management. In addition to 
this, GoG has published a comprehensive Road Safety Policy in March 2016. This 
policy will be followed in all road development projects in the state.

Several efforts towards improving road safety scenario have been made in the past. 
The theme of GSHP-II is ‘Green and Safe Highways’. In this, all the efforts have been 
focused and directed towards ensuring safe travels. Learnings from this, need to be 
documented with time. Further, there is a need to implement wide ranging elements 
towards improving road safety aspects of all road infrastructure including road 
furniture, traffic calming measures, junctions improvement and children’s traffic 
parks .

Further, non-motorised transport (NMT) shares the same space with motorised 
transport. NMT severely constrains the efficiency of motorised transport and creates 
conflicts and accidents. Though, NMT is generally affordable and 
environmentally friendly, it receives little attention, and its infrastructure is 
inadequate. Despite its importance, appreciation for NMT is not in evidence and 
there is lack of respect and accommodation for NMT by motorists, and disregard by 
designers. There is a distortion in the allocation of resources against transport 
demand, with a large proportion of resources being allocated to motorised transport 
as compared to NMT. However, the government in the past, and at present, 
seized with this aspect of major concern and has made efforts in addressing the 
related issues.
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approach to road safety with involvement of all 
stakeholders..

Safe Roads Above All
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Towards addressing safe roads as an important element, the following will be 
implemented:

• The Government will put in place procedures to ensure that road safety issues are 
fully incorporated in road planning, design, development and maintenance

• Road Safety Audit (RSA) will be made mandatory. RSA will be undertaken during 
various phases of project – planning, design, construction, and 
post-implementation

• Road infrastructure will be maintained in order to ensure compliance with the 
safety standards

• Special attention will be given to identified accident prone road sections and 
blackspots

• NMT infrastructure and facilities will be developed where sufficient demand 
exists. This will include establishing design standards, provision of separate 
cycle-ways, tracks and footpaths and ensuring safe crossing places where NMT 
streams intersect with motorised traffic

• Construction of vehicular under passes (VUPs), cattle under passes (CUPs) and 
pedestrian under passes (PUPs) or construction of tunnels should be at 
appropriate location for safe movement of villagers residing on both sides of 
NH/SH/MDR

• Incidence Detection Systems, which are part of ITS, will be introduced on pilot 
basis

• Development of Road Safety Management System to ascertain road furniture in 
place as per IRC standards.

14
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Road Fund and
Financing

Road transport infrastructure is considered a strategic asset, the provision of which 
is the responsibility of the Government. Keeping roads in good condition requires 
good amount of funds, which in most cases is seen to be much higher than what 
the Road agencies have access to, both from the budgetary sources as well as the 
other sources, put together. Finance is insufficient for rehabilitation, upgrading, new 
construction, safety, environmental control and traffic management. For this there is 
a need to plan for spreading the responsibility of funding the development of roads 
among various stakeholders - 

• Road agency, which should haved dedicated funds for implementing road projects

• Users who would pay in form of user fees

• Stakeholders like industries, ports, tourism etc, who benefit from direct access

Further to above, predictable and sustainable road financing is needed. Towards this 
setting up road fund will be vital. As part of this the following will be implemented.



Setting up Road Fund
The principle of ‘the user pays as directly as possible for the services received’ 
will be applied to the road sector without compromising with the government’s 
social responsibility. In order to enable this, an option of setting up a Road Fund 
will be explored, mainly to fund road maintenance works. A study on Road Fund 
has already been undertaken by R&BD, and the possibility of implementing the 
recommendations of the same will be explored into:

• Road Fund with identified sources will be setup through an Act of legislature

• Road Fund will be non-lapsable

• Road Fund will be administered by Road Fund Board, which will be controlled by a
Governing Body

• Disbursement procedure will clearly be laid down with a rational criteria

• Establish and implement technical and financial audit procedure

• Independence of Road Fund Board will be ensured

Road Financing
Road fund will finance road maintenance, while for the road development and 
rehabilitation there will be a need to look into other sources of financing.

• A road development plan will be formulated for identifying roads for development

• Road bonds and other financial instruments can be explored for raising resources

• Private Sector Participation will be explored

• Development Partner funding will be sought for those projects which have a social
orientation – World Bank, ADB, etc.

• For the commercial roads, resources will be raised from its beneficiaries, like
industries, ports, etc.
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The principle of ‘the user pays as directly 
as possible for the services received’ will 
be applied to the road sector without 
compromising with the government’s social 
responsibility..
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Focus on Backward and Special Areas
Roads lead to development. Development needs roads. It is therefore important that 
the roads providing connectivity to and within the Backward and Special areas, be 
given importance at all stages including planning, prioritizing and allocation of funds. 
Government will give utmost priority to the development of relatively backward and 
special areas in the state. This will be carefully monitored and managed from time to 
time, apart from taking care of the following:

• Roads providing connectivity to backward and special areas will be at least of 
two-lane configuration

• State will continue to allocate special funds for these areas by formulating 
schemes as needed from time to time

• In addition, funding for the up-gradation of these roads will also be sought from 
the Center under special schemes

Funding from Philanthropists
So far there has been no concerted effort to explore option of funding the road 
development from Philanthropists. The State, in the coming years will identify and 
tap this option of approaching some of the Philanthropists to contribute to road 
development, especially those falling in backward areas or special areas, prone to 
vagaries/wrath of nature. The option of receiving funds through the Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) will be explored.
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Funding from Multi-lateral Agencies
Gujarat has been developing its road system through various sources of financing. 
State also adopted various innovative mechanisms towards this. While state budget 
has increased several folds, and as such taking loans may not be an urgent need, 
state values the implementation of projects through multi lateral funding agencies. 
Essentially to internalize best practices/systems, state has been availing the 
assistance of funding of projects by various multi-lateral agencies, as matter of 
principle rather than dire necessity. In fact, projects implemented by state are 
considered to be the best in the nation. Continuation of this policy with varying 
levels of funding will continue.

• It will be seen in future that only those roads are posed for funding to the multi-
lateral funding agencies, which require huge funds, but are not able to find funds 
from any other source and at the same time are important for the economic 
development of the state

• The funds from multi-lateral agencies will be seen more as source of funding 
innovation in road sector, as these funds bring knowledge with them on the latest 
technology.

17

Himatnagar - Idar - Ambaji Road, km 32.0 Rani Talav
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Road transport infrastructure is considered a strategic asset, the provision of which 
is the responsibility of the Government. Keeping roads in good condition requires 
good amount of funds, which in most cases is seen to be much higher than what 
the Road agencies have access to, both from the budgetary sources as well as the 
other sources, put together. Finance is insufficient for rehabilitation, upgrading, new 
construction, safety, environmental control and traffic management. For this there is 
a need to plan for spreading the responsibility of funding the development of roads 
among various stakeholders - 

• Road agency, which should haved edicated funds for implementing road projects

• Users who would pay in form of user fees

• Stakeholders like industries, ports, tourism etc, who benefit from direct access

Further to above, predictable and sustainable road financing is needed. Towards this 
setting up road fund will be vital. As part of this the following will be implemented.

Institutional
Aspects

19
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Communication Strategy
Timely and continuous communication with all the stakeholders, regarding the road 
development, will ensure support of them at the time of project implementation. 
It is seen that although there is public consultation when constructing new major 
roads, but there is insufficient consultation with stakeholders on the provision of 
other road infrastructure. Little attention is given to public relations, and road 
users are given little information about road plans or progress. Users are not fully 
aware of their rights and of what to reasonably expect with respect to roads. 
Recognizing the importance of public awareness and their involvement in the 
administration and management of roads:

• The R&BD will promote participation of road users in the provision and 
management of roads by providing effective consultation mechanisms in the 
planning process.

• R&BD and any other road sector agency, like Gujarat State Road Development 
Corporation (GSRDC), will take steps to publicize measures that are being taken to 
improve the quality of the road network.

• There will be proper communication related to the time lines required for 
implementation of any road, especially for the affected people.

• Road users will be encouraged to use Website of the department to receive up-to-
date information on the road network and to give comments and report feedback.

• An appropriate and effective grievance redressal mechanism such as ‘Road Mitra’ 
mobile application will be formulated and implemented.

Industry Interface
Road beneficiaries play a very important role in road development, by financing full 
or part of the development works. It is important that they are kept informed on the 
road development plans.

• During road development and design, there is a need for extensive interactions 
with industries, ports, tourism centers, etc. to receive feedback on their 
requirements, as well as their future plans for expansion.

• Ask the beneficiary industries to partner on the projects, by part funding the 
venture.
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Capacity Building and Training
The management of roads needs to be more effective and efficient. There will be 
provision for compulsory training on environment, social and safety aspects along 
with road construction, planning and project preparation, at least once during the 
service tenure in each cadre, like AE, DEE and EE.

The needs of the road sector have outgrown the organisation structure applied 
since independence in which key functions were implemented under traditional 
bureaucratic procedures. These procedures are not optimized for the road sector and 
there is thus a need to rethink and prepare development strategy for each of the 
Wings of R&BD, to facilitate quality road program implementation with efficiency. 
The studies in this direction would be undertaken from time to time. Currently few 
such studies are already in progress. With regards to these, R&BD will ensure that 
the accepted outcomes of the study on ‘Institutional Development Action Plan’ are 
implemented. These include:

• The accepted Development Strategy by each of the Wings

• The ‘PPP (Road Sector) Nodal Capacity’ to be created within the Policy and 
Planning Unit (PPU) of R&BD for policy related and within GSRDC for project 
implementation related aspects

• The Engineering Staff College (ESC) to be restructured to adopt the new and 
approved Development Strategy

• Gujarat Engineering Research Institute (GERI) to be strengthened based on the 
accepted recommendations of the Institutional Development Action Plan (IDAP) 
consultancies to encompass research activities along with a viable business 
model of operation

• All the Codes, Operational Guidelines and Manuals of R&BD to be updated from 
time to time

• The officers to be encouraged to undergo training to enhance their capabilities of 
planning and implementing projects successfully

• Effort to internalize skilled resources through recruitment and outsourcing to 
meet the ever changing needs of road sector planning, design, construction, 
maintenance, operation and management

• Expressway Development Authority/Corporation to be set up to undertake 
planning, feasibility, viability and development of expressways

• Creation and maintenance of HR database of R&BD regarding their major 
service area, training needs etc.
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The management of roads needs to be more effective and 
efficient. There will be provision for compulsory training 
on environment, social and safety aspects along with road 
construction, planning and project preparation, at least once 
during the service tenure in each cadre, like AE, DEE and EE..



Human Resources Management
Human resource is the most important resource in any organization. It is, therefore, 
important that an organization be adequately staffed with well-qualified and 
motivated personnel if it is to be efficient and effective in its operations. Despite 
the commendable efforts made by Government to harmonize terms and conditions 
of service in the public sector, the salaries and allowances are still relatively low 
compared to those in the private sector and are therefore demotivating. As a 
result, there is a shortage of engineers and other technical personnel, resulting 
in inadequate capacity to deliver expected results. Further, training and human 
resource development is not accorded the importance they deserve, irrespective of 
the fact that a training budget is available for public sector staff.

• R&BD and other road agencies will be granted autonomy to hire / recruit specialist 
staff competitively.

• Government will provide training opportunities to staff in the roads sub-sector to 
improve/enhance performance levels and to address the gaps in skill set needed.

• Training for Officers at all levels will be made mandatory and it will be linked with 
the promotions.

• Training Budget of 3% of Salary Budget will be set aside and used for training the 
staff.

• Twinning arrangement with national and international road agencies and training 
institutes will be established.

Research and Innovation
• Gujarat Engineering Research Institute (GERI) 

will provide a platform for research in the 
area of identification of new and indigenous 
materials and techniques for road construction 
and maintenance, which will help in bringing 
down the cost of construction.

• GERI will under take research on thrust areas, 
defined from time to time.

• Engineering Staff College (ESC) will undertake 
training for updating the R&BD and other 
road agencies, along with the private sector 
in areas related to the road sector planning 
and implementation. It will be ensured that 
the trainers, having practical experience in the 
areas, are encouraged.

• Incentives will be given to the consultants and 
contractors who use innovative approaches to 
plan, design and implement the projects.
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Social and
Environment

Government has been undertaking road development works with due care and 
sensitivity to the natural and physical environment. Road development is an 
ongoing activity to meet ever increasing needs of community and its aspirations and 
expectations with changes in demography and socio-economic conditions. Towards 
this long term policies and strategies will be formulated by addressing the natural 
and physical environment.
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Resettlement and Rehabilitation
Resettlement is an important issue and the Government has seized it in 
addressing this:

u p

o n
b y

• Road improvement programs, to the extent 
possible, will ensure optimum land acquisition 
requirement, for up-gradation projects.

• Entitlement framework will be formulated 
and adopted by type of projects to be taken 
as per Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and 
Resettlement Act (LARR Act). This will be 
reviewed from time to time.

• A state wide R&R Policy will be formulated 
conforming to the guidelines set out 
the GoI, under new LARR Act.
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 Mukhya Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (MMGSY) Unava Gogaji Farm-Sharda Pharmacy College - Pethapur Mahudi Road
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HIV Prevention
The HIV/AIDS is a major outcome of poverty. Both, construction and the use of roads 
have contributed to the spread of HIV. However, sufficient counter measures are not 
carried out to overcome the evils of the disease.

• Government will help and support in spreading awareness on HIV/AIDS in the road
sector.

• HIV/AIDS counter measures will be included in all road works contracts and
programs.

Gender Issues
Not many women take the opportunity to seek a professional or managerial career 
in the road sector. Applications from female students for enrolment in training 
institutions leading to careers in the roads sector are low, despite the female students 
possessing equal qualifications to male counterparts. In order to overcome this:

• Both genders will be given equal right to participate in the road sector.

• The Government shall mainstream gender issues through out the roads sector to
ensure and actively promote equal opportunities to achieve gender parity.

24
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Spreading awareness within communities
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Creating 
Transparency

Environmental Management
Environmental Management at all times is fundamental and to the extent possible, 
will be incorporated in the design and implementation of road works.

• The prevailing Environmental Acts and legislation will be enforced appropriately in 
the project planning, design and implementation.

• The potential negative impacts of road works shall be minimized through 
incorporation of environmental mitigation measures in design.

• Efforts will be made to see that implementation of road projects is in accordance
with environmental legislation of the state and as prescribed by the MOE&F, GoI.

• Introduction of elaborated Environmental Management Action Plan (EMAP)
in Contract Documents over time.

Green Highways
Sustainable development is key and fundamental. Environmental Planning and 
Sectoral Assessment will need to be undertaken from time to time. Environmental 
Management, by developing Green Highways, seems to be the order of the day. In 
view of this, at all times, fundamentals of green highways concept will form part and 
be incorporated in the planning and design of roads by doing the following:

• There will be emphasis on the use of recyclable material for road construction.
Incentives will be provided to the contractors qualifying this requirement.

• Renewable sources of energy will be used for road lighting and other similar use.

• Continuous tree plantation will be done along the highways to act as natural sinks
for air pollutants and arrest soil erosion at the embankment slopes. 1% of the total
project cost will be set aside for tree plantations.

• Green Highways concept is followed in Gujarat State Highway Project-II. Based on
the experiences of this, Green Highways guidelines will be formulated in the state.

• There will be emphasis on use of latest construction equipment and technology
which create minimum air and noise pollution.

27
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design of roads..
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Creating
Transparency

State’s desire has been, and will continue to be, to create level playing field for fair 
and transparent process in all its functioning. State believes Private sector has a 
major role to play in the road development. In addressing this, state will undertake 
the following.
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Role of R&BD and Gujarat State Road 
Development Corporation (GSRDC)
With the growing future road transport requirement of the state, the responsibilities 
with the R&BD and GSRDC are likely to go up. Therefore:

• R&BD, being the nodal and line department, will continue to take the overall
responsibility of road sector in evolving policies and strategies for the road sector

• R&BD will be responsible for policy, planning, engineering, design, management
and operations and management of all highways/roads except the PPP projects

• GSRDC will be nodal agency for implementation of all PPP Projects

29

Encourage Private Sector Participation
A number of projects in Gujarat are under implementation, with the help of private 
sector, by GSRDC/R&BD. In order to further give a boost to the PPP environment 
existing in the state:

• A lead ‘PPP Nodal Capacity’ will be setup in Policy and Planning Unit (PPU) of 
R&BD and also as needed in GSRDC, appropriately supported by enabling legal 
framework, to enable efficient implementation of PPP projects in road sector.

• In case of major maintenance, Output and Performance based Road Contract 
(OPRC) format of road maintenance will be encouraged.

• More projects, having potential for PPP, will be identified from the Gujarat Road 
Network Master Plan (RNMP).
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Tendering and Selection
State has established tendering and procurement practices. These are being 
reviewed and updated from time to time. e-procurement is also adopted by the state 
to further ensure transparent practices. This will be continuously updated from time 
to time to meet the changing requirements and for having fair participation and 
adoption of best practices.

Enabling Legislation
The existing legislation consists of various legislative instruments which are, 
in some cases, overlapping and fragmented. Government is aware that various 
items of legislation relating to roads need clarifying and harmonizing. Towards 
this, government will formulate committee to look in to these, and come out with 
a legislation having statutory instruments, especially legislative Acts on roads and 
road transport, that will be revised as result of this and other policy changes.

R&BD will also ensure that all public roads are gazetted and will resolve any conflicts 
relating to statutory responsibility, if any. The various statutory instruments relating 
to roads will be revised and ambiguities will be removed.

30
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Toll Policy and Alternative Routes
State has implemented several PPP Projects. These projects are considered to be 
benchmarks in several states of India. Further to what exists now: 

• The existing Toll Policy will be reviewed from time to time for bringing in any
changes, if required

• R&BD will continue to take the responsibility of road sector in evolving these
policies with inputs from GIDB and GSRDC
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Performance Management Indicators
Road Sector is gaining importance with time. It is already so in Gujarat. R&BD 
believes in dissemination of information to the public by harmonising the procedures. 
Further, department will continue to promote and uphold ethics, transparency, 
fiduciary duty, social responsibility, accountability and overall good governance 
in the provision of roads. It will rigorously implement a policy of zero tolerance to 
corruption, in accordance with national and internationally accepted laws/policies/
rules.

Monitoring and Evaluation Framework
Road Sector has been one of the pivotal sectors of the state. Investment in road 
sector has been moderate. These will grow with time. Therefore improving on and 
adopting best practices of M&E are important.

R&BD is currently formulating the Performance management and Monitoring & 
Evaluation (M&E) indicators to address all facts of its functioning.

R&BD, being an agency which is accountable to the society, will adopt and will 
regularly review and enhance performance and will report through M&E indicators. 
These will be regularly posted on its web site for public information.
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Department 
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duty, social 
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accountability 
and overall good 
governance in the 
provision of roads.
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Road Statistics1
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Road Category 

National Highways

State Highways

Major District Roads

Other District roads

Village Roads

Total Road Length 

Total Length in Km

5,673

16,453

20,821

10,328

28,248

81,523

Surface of the Road 

Black Top

Water Bound Macadam

Total Surfaced Roads

Total Unsurfaced Roads

Total Road Length

Total Length in Km

79,923

349

80,272

1,251

81,523

Total Road Length (As on 31-3-2021)

Source: Roads & Buildings Department, GoG, (Provisional Data)
Note: Excluding Non-Plan, Community, Urban and Project Roads.

Note: Excluding Non-Plan, Community, Urban and Project Roads

Total Road Length (in Km) 

Total Road Length (in Km)

Budget & Expenditure of R&BD over the last few years 
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Road Network
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3 Map of
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Green Highways – Initiative Towards 
Sustainable Development 

For highway projects to be environmentally sustainable, it is necessary that the 
natural resources lost in the process of Highway construction are restored in one 
way or the other. This requires that ecological needs are taken into consideration 
from the stage of project planning and designing to its execution. The highways 
developed as green corridors not only sustain biodiversity and regenerate natural 
habitat but also benefit all stakeholders, from road users to local communities and 
spur eco-friendly economic growth and development.

R&BD has developed Mehsana – Himatnagar State Highway-55 as a pilot project 
under GSHP-II and implemented a Green Highway with the following objective:

• Make Green Highways Mission self-sustainable

• Reduce the impacts of air & noise pollution and dust

• Provide shade on glaring hot roads during summers

• Reduce soil erosion at embankment slopes

• Reduce the effects of wind and incoming UV radiation

6

Preservation of Green Tunnel

Before 2011 After 2016

Use of Warm Mix Asphalt

Use of State-of-the-art Machinery

Solar Street Lights

Recycling of Pavement

Solar Fountains

Landscaping

Other Interventions

• Rain Water Harvesting   •   Solid Waste Management   •   Noise Barriers 
• Enhancement Measures   •   Cattle Crossing Zones
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